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There is a longstanding tradition of studying play and
games from the perspective of understanding how
children come to participate in the practices, norms
and artifacts of the larger communities in which they
live (Corsaro, 2005; Goodwin, 2006; Opie & Opie,
1985; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969; Sutton-Smith, 19XX;
Thorne, 1993). In the last two decades, much of
children’s play and games has moved into virtual
spaces in form of digital toys, video games, and
virtual worlds. Virtual worlds such as Neopets,
Habbo Hotel, Toontown, Barbie Girls, Webkinz, and
Whyville among others offer public meeting spaces
and game activities for thousands of concurrent
players who create avatars as their virtual
counterparts. While virtual worlds are popular among
millions of children, we know little about how
players join these communities and how and why
they engage in different activities.
In this chapter we study how one girl
learned to participate in what was for her a new
setting of play – a virtual world called Whyville.net
with an emphasis on science education, populated by
over a million young people ages 8-16. Girls in
particular have become prominent players in virtual
worlds, a trend counter to many early observations
that documented the absence of girls and women in
gaming and technology at large (e.g., Cassell &
Jenkins, 1998). The study of virtual worlds as play
spaces then allows us to continue a conversation
about gender and gaming to understand better “which
games [girls] play, why and with whom, and whether
they take advantage of in-game opportunities to
generate, not just consume game experiences” (Kafai,
Heeter, Denner, & Sun, 2008). Further, since
Whyville is a new social world for kids who
participate, it provides a unique opportunity to study
identity construction, or how participants on
Whyville shape themselves as certain sorts of people
through interaction with others (Gee, 2000/1).
Our study is situated between interests in
girls’ participation in virtual worlds and identity

construction - how girls establish who gets to be who
through play. This chapter is part of a larger study of
different aspects of learning in the virtual world of
Whyville that included over 600 participants in
Whyville, 20 “tweens” (young people between
childhood and teenage years roughly ages 10-12) in
an after school club, and 40 tweens in two sixth grade
classes (11-12 years old). In prior research we studied
different aspects of learning and participation in
Whyville: issues in avatar representation, ethnicity,
learning science, cheating, and learning from peers
across social settings including the classes, the club,
and Whyville (see Feldon & Kafai, 2008; Fields &
Kafai, 2008; Fields & Kafai, 2009; Kafai, Cook &
Fields, 2007; Kafai, Feldon, Fields, Giang &
Quintero, 2007; Kafai, Fields & Cook, 2007). While
these studies provided much information about
general trends in tweens’ participation in Whyville,
we wanted to understand how individuals learned to
participate in Whyville and how they established
themselves in that social world.
To begin to study this we developed a case
study of one twelve-year old girl, Zoe1 (or bluwave),
who participated in all of the contexts of our larger
project: Whyville, the after school club, and one of
the sixth grade classes. We knew a few things about
her participation from the club and the class, such as
that she was an early “expert” in Whyville from
whom other kids sought help with games and trading.
However, beyond these observations, easily revealed
in video data, we knew little about how she became a
core participant in Whyville and what her
participation in that virtual world was like. How did
she develop expertise in Whyville? Were there
changes in how she acted in relation to others in
Whyville or was there a single, linear trajectory of
participation? How did she face dilemmas related to
representation, ethnicity, and cheating that we
identified as common issues of participation from the
larger study?

Like other researchers before, we wanted to
examine aspects of her play and participation that for
us were previously unseen or unrecognized, largely
because
of
methodological
challenges
in
investigating an individual’s participation in the
virtual world. In our prior studies of Whyville we had
relied on video and field notes of the club to help us
learn about dynamics and social interaction there
(Kafai, 2008), sometimes supplemented by focused
digging into logfiles and chat data of kids’
interactions surrounding a particular practice (Fields
& Kafai, 2008; Fields & Kafai, 2009). Or to
understand broader dimensions of participation in
Whyville we searched Whyville’s weekly newspaper
and performed quantitative analyses on the logfile
and chat data (e.g., Feldon & Kafai, 2008; Kafai,
Cook & Fields, 2007). In order to understand Zoe’s
participation and identities in Whyville, we
qualitatively studied logfile data to track her
navigation and chat interactions over a six month
period In the following sections we outline our
theoretical framework of identities-in-practice, the
methods and data sources that we used to examine
Zoe’s participation, and findings about her changing
identities, or identities-in-practice, in Whyville.
BACKGROUND
Identities-in-Practice
Ever since Lave and Wenger (1991) argued
that learning is situated and that learning means
becoming a different person with respect to a local
community of people, the concept of identity has
played an important role in understanding learning in
socio-cultural educational research. To put it in their
terms, “learning involves the construction of
identities” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 53). From this
perspective, when one learns it is not just learning a
body of abstract knowledge but learning how to be
and act and believe within a particular group (or
community) of people. This idea of identity
construction as learning differs from the more
traditional psychological approach to identity as a
developmental
achievement
of
adolescence
popularized by Erickson (1980) in the 40s and 50s. In
contrast to Erickson’s view that youth must
accomplish and commit to a certain notion of
themselves, one that exemplifies some continuity of
self, the sociocultural perspective sees identity as a
continual negotiation between oneself and the world.
“Being recognized as a certain ‘kind of person,’ in a
given context” (Gee, 2000/1, p. 99) is accomplished
through interaction and activity. So from this often
termed “sociocultural” viewpoint, to which we refer
in the rest of this proposal when discussing
“identity,” studying identities offers ways to make
sense of a person in relationship to other people and
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capture the intersection of the individual and the
social.
In order to emphasize the continual
negotiation of individuals within local communities
and contexts, a number of researchers have begun to
use the more specific term “identities-in-practice”
(Holland, Lachiotte, Skinner & Cain, 1998; Leander,
2002; Barton, Tan & Rivet, 2008; Vadeboncoeur,
Hirst & Kostogriz, 2006). A practice theory of
identity tries to account for the ways that a person’s
identity is both stabilized and changed during the
course of interaction - how a social situation defines
or constructs how a person is perceived through
practice and how an individual may disrupt such
construction through their actions (Leander, 2002;
Wortham, 2004). Considered as a productive
convergence of cultural-historical activity theory and
theories of social space, identities-in-practice are
considered to be “historical, produced in activity, and
unable to be analytically separated from activity”
(Leander, 2002, p. 204). Researchers within this line
of thinking demonstrate how identities are created in
the moment through interaction, albeit layered over
time. It is this specific theoretical framework of
identities-in-practice that we draw on in describing
one girl’s changing participation in the virtual world
of Whyville. This lens of “identity” is useful for this
kind of study because we are particularly interested
in our case study navigated how she was perceived
and how she acted in relation to others on Whyville.
In large part because of the data available to us
regarding her participation in that community
(logfiles and chat records) we focus on her identitiesin-practice as revealed in her activities and textual
interaction rather than a self-reflective sense of who
she is. To understand better the context in which this
takes place, we describe the virtual world of
Whyville.net in more detail below.
The Virtual World of Whyville
Whyville.net is a massive, free virtual world
(in 2005 at the time of the study it had 1.2 million
registered citizens) that encourages youth ages 8-16
to play casual science games in order to earn a virtual
salary (in 'clams'), which they can then spend on
buying and designing parts for their avatars (virtual
characters), projectiles to throw at other users, and
other goods such as cars and plots of land. The
general consensus among Whyvillians (the citizens of
Whyville.net) is that earning a good salary and thus
procuring a large number of clams to spend on face
parts or other goods is essential for fully participating
in Whyville (Kafai & Giang, 2007). Social
interactions with others are the highlight of life in
Whyville for most players and consist primarily of
ymailing (the Whyville version of email) and chatting

on the site. Chat takes place in dozens of public and
private locations in the virtual world of Whyville,
where users are visible to each other on the screen as
floating faces, typically with shoulders and chests
(see the picture of the Beach in Figure 1). Though
Whyville has dozens of locations where citizens may
float around and chat with each other, some locales
are more densely populated than others and serve as
places to meet people, including the Beach, the
SunRoof, and the Mall. Other locations are not
commonly known to new citizens on Whyville
(newbies) because they require the insider knowledge
of teleporting to get there. These spaces are less
densely populated and include the Moon, Mars and
Saturn (see Fields & Kafai, 2009 for how newbies
learn to teleport). Still other locales serve as niche
locations for special interest groups such as
SpinSpeak (where avatars with darker brown skin
tones hang out), Sector Y (Goths), and WhyHouse
(anime/cartoon cats and dogs).

Figure 1: The Beach on Whyville
Since player-created faces are the primary
representation of one's presence on Whyville, looks
are very important. Looks also demonstrate a player’s
tenure on Whyville and relative experience level;
new players have fewer clams, and their looks
generally show this because cheaper face parts are
perceived as less attractive (Kafai, Fields & Cook,
2007). There are four ways to acquire face parts –
collecting donated (cheap) parts from Grandma’s,
buying them from Akbar’s Face Mall, having a friend
donate a specific part to you, or trading face parts at
the Trading Post. Though Grandma’s serves as the
first place most new citizens frequent to obtain face
parts, the limited face parts obtained there are
generally looked down upon by more experienced
users. Akbar’s is a collection of stores selling face
parts created by Whyvillians and sold for clams –
better looking face parts are often more expensive.
The Trading Post consists of over 40 rooms where
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individual pairs of Whyvillians can trade their face
parts for another’s face parts or clams.
While Whyville is the primary setting of our
research, we also draw on data gathered in a school
where students played on Whyville in two different
contexts. In early 2005 we set up an after school club
where 21 older children (tweens) in the fourth-sixth
grades (9-12 years old) came to play on Whyville for
an hour most days after school. While the club began
as a quiet place, it quickly became loud and lively as
participants learned the site and began to shout
advice to each other, arrange parties on Whyville,
chat, throw virtual projectiles at one another, and
critique each other’s avatars (Kafai, 2008). Most
youth were new to Whyville, so learning to
participate in the site was a common (if tacit) goal.
Club members eagerly displayed their knowledge of
the site by offering advice and answering questions,
such as how to create a good look or throw a
projectile. The second context where students played
on Whyville were the two sixth grade classes at the
school For the most part students’ activities on
Whyville were more structured during the class to
facilitate their learning about a virtual virus, Whypox
(Kafai, Cook, & Fields, 2007; Kafai, Fields, & Cook,
2007; Kafai et al, 2007). For this reason most of our
analysis on social interaction concerns the club
because were were mostly interested in free choice
participation in Whyville. The case study presented
in this chapter participated regularly in both the club
and one of the sixth grade classes.
Virtual Worlds and Identities
Much has been written about technology and
identity from Sherry Turkle’s early work (1986;
1995) to more recent studies (Black, 2006;
Boellstorff, 2008; Lam, 2000; Leander & Lovvorn,
2006; Taylor, 2006). In creating avatars
(representations of oneself in virtual spaces) and
participating in virtual spaces, often one cannot be
known outside of how one decides to portray oneself
through visual representation, written chat, and
perhaps an online profile. There is thus an opening to
create an identity from scratch, or at least to choose
which aspects of one’s self will bleed into one’s
virtual persona. This provides opportunities to
convey who one is in ways that one cannot in other
social worlds because of one’s unchosen body and
local culture or to be someone very different in
behavior or looks – avatars are “not just placeholders
for selfhood, but sites of self-making in their own
right” (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 149). In one sense this
allows for a “second self” (Turkle, 1995) different
from one’s normal everyday self with people in
“meat” or “real” life. Further, because many virtual
worlds have large populations in conjunction with the

relative anonymity they provide, they provide unique
opportunities to find an affinity group with a specific
shared interest or develop oneself in ways not
allowed in other social worlds. For instance, Black
(2006) and Lam (2000) found that English language
learners who were often viewed from a deficit model
of achievement in their schools could construct
identities of proficiency in online multicultural
communities of fanfiction and pop culture.
Still, there are a number of challenges that
people face when joining virtual worlds and trying to
become a recognized member in them. Simply
because one can design a look or an avatar from
scratch does not mean that this is easy to do. For
instance in both the more adult-oriented virtual world
of Second Life as in the tween-populated virtual
world of Whyville, participants may design and sell
parts for avatars including clothes, hair, accessories,
or even different kinds of heads and bodies.
However, the tools for doing so are challenging to
use and most participants buy parts from others,
making them reliant on whatever virtual income they
have (Boellstorff, 2008). In Whyville, like in other
virtual worlds, this creates some degree of social
stratification because what are considered to be better
looking face parts are usually much more expensive.
Portraying different ethnicities is another issue in
creating an avatar in both Second Life and Whyville.
In both sites, while any skin color and even different
kinds of species are available to wear (anime animals
are a niche population in Whyville, while in Second
Life round balls of light or furry baby animals have
had their moments of popularity), whiteness is the
default look as it is in other virtual sites (Boellstorff,
2008; Nakamura, 2002). In Whyville, over 90% of
the clothing available comes with peach-colored skin,
making it difficult to have much of a wardrobe if
one’s avatar is African-American, Latina/o, AsianAmerican, or even Goth (white skin) or Pixie (purple
skin) (Kafai, Cook & Fields, 2007).
Social interaction and ethics are other issues
faced by new members of virtual worlds. In a site
with over a million participants, how does one begin
making friends? How much of one’s real-life (RL)
self ought one to share? When is it okay to pretend to
be another gender or another age or simply lie?
Researcher Dana Boyd (2007) has argued that places
like Whyville are the new digital public, places where
adolescents can engage with each other without
explicit adult supervision. Tweens are a particularly
interesting age group because they are transitioning
from childhood into adolescence. It is the time period
when they become interested in the opposite sex and
explore this interest in talking, reading and flirting
with each other. Chat rooms and virtual worlds like
Whyville allow tweens to experiment with various
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aspects of flirting without revealing their real life
(RL) identities or violating the boundaries established
within their peer groups (Thorne, 1993). In our
following documentation of the life of one girl
player’s avatar, we were able to draw on our
understanding from several years worth of research
on these topics and hundreds of hours of our own
participation in the virtual world to understand her
activities in the broader context of the virtual world
of Whyville.
METHODS
Data Collection and Analyses
The study of Zoe/bluwave focused on
observing the identities-in-practice of one tween girl
in a virtual world. Though supplemented by field
notes, videos, and an interview from the after school
club and the classes, the primary data in constructing
this case study was logfiles – every click and chat or
whisper statements made by one girl over the course
of two months. Making sense of logfiles
qualitatively, especially longitudinally following one
person over several months, is challenging and
unusual and represents one of the contributions of
this chapter. Some researchers have used logfiles
selectively over a short period of time, for instance
two girls over a few days (Bruckman, 2000) or a
small group during a few class periods (Clarke &
Dede, 2007). Others have done extensive quantitative
analysis of logfiles (e.g., Williams, Yees & Caplan,
in press) or analyses of social networks (Ducheneaut,
Yee, Nickell & Moore, 2007). Perhaps the most
common qualitative use of logfiles is to collect and
analyze chat (Nardi, Ly, & Harris, 2007) but
collection of chat has generally been limited to
whatever place the researcher virtually inhabits at a
given time.
Our logfiles, identified with usernames,
contain every click and word of chat and whisper of
the 595 participating individuals in our larger study.
We began by choosing one female club member, Zoe
(bluwave), whom we thought had a fairly high
participation rate in Whyville based on her
interactions in the club. We isolated her logfiles and
by going click by click through the data; we first
created minute-by-minute summaries of her Whyville
activities and then condensed these into short daily
narratives that noted patterns and innovations in
participation. Each line of her logfiles contained her
username (bluwave), a time stamp (year-month-dayhour-minute-second), her location in Whyville, and if
applicable, chat or whisper text. In all there were over
54,000 lines of text in bluwave’s logfiles. To create
the minute-by-minute summaries, we sampled the
days she was on Whyville, selecting the first seven
days and then alternating every 5 or 6 days to ensure

breadth of days of the week in our sample. In all we
analyzed 18 days during her first two months on
Whyville from January 11 to March 16, 2005. In the
final interpretation of Zoe’s activities, we also took
into account video, field note, and interview data
from the club, looking for consensus or discrepancies
between her activities and “ways of being.”
Limitations and Ethics
While documenting Zoe/bluwave’s logfiles
and chat in this way illuminated many aspects of her
participation in ways that were hidden to us before,
this method is far from a perfect picture of her
activities. First, chat files sorted by username only
give us one side of the conversation. We are left to
guess at what others were saying, and when she
switched from talking from one person to another by
bluwave’s responses. Occasionally if we thought she
was with someone else participating in the study
from school, we would look at that specific moment
in time and sort by usernames from school
participants, isolating the people in the same room
with her and documenting a fuller conversation.
However, this was very rare. Second, we do not have
all of her online data. For instance we do not have a
photo of her changing avatar or a spatial record of her
movements within particular spaces on Whyville. As
one might imagine from the picture of the Beach
(Figure 1), avatars move around in Whyville, and
much can be signified by relative proximity. Many
people move next to each other when whispering on
Whyville, embodying the closeness of a private
conversation. We also did not collect ymails (the
email in Whyville) because these were deemed to be
more personal than live chat. This means that we
cannot document who she ymailed, how often she
ymailed specific individuals or the content of ymails.
While we know how much time she spent ymailing
and can often guess who she ymailed based on the
order of activities (talking to someone, saying she
would ymail him/her, and going immediately to
ymail), we have very limited knowledge of this
practice that leant itself to more enduring
relationships (ymail is generally used to keep in
touch with already established friends – it does not
depend on finding someone live on Whyville).
Finally, this is an analysis of one girl’s participation
in a particular virtual world for a limited amount of
time (six months) at a certain period of time in the
development of that virtual world. Though we can
identify certain common trends in participation and
what may be some exceptions in the life of our case
study, both she and Whyville have changed over the
past four years since the data was collected and we
wish to highlight that neither she nor Whyville
should be considered static or as limited to our
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description in this chapter. Related, because this data
was analyzed several years after her actual
participation in early 2005, we were not able to check
our interpretations of her activities with her (memberchecking).
This final issue brings up questions about
the ethics of our research (Kraut, Olson, Banaji,
Bruckman, Cohen & Couper, 2004). namely
collecting and analyzing an individual’s logfiles and
chat without being able to discuss them with
Zoe/bluwave herself. We collected the data with full
knowledge of parents and the related Institutional
Review Board approval. Students signed a separate
assent form agreeing to be a part of the study and
knowing that they could stop data collection or
review videotapes at any time. We know from
conversations recorded in field notes and video that
kids in the club discussed that Whyville leaders could
see all of their chat and that they looked for behavior
and chat that went against the rules of the site such as
sharing phone numbers or related personal
information, using “bad words,” or scamming others.
When the leaders of the club or teachers of the
classes became aware of behavior that they
considered troublesome (such as prodigious flirting)
they discussed this with students, reminding them to
act on Whyville as they would if their parents were
looking over their shoulders. Of course, as often
happens in research the participants became familiar
with having video cameras around at the club and
presumably did the same in regard to our collection
of logfiles.
In the rest of the paper we use Zoe’s
username, “bluwave,” when describing her Whyville
activities and “Zoe” when describing interviews or
after school club activities rather than using the
cumbersome Zoe/bluwave throughout the chapter.
While in some ways these two names could be
considered synonymous, in Whyville she was only
known by her username. She inhabited this selfchosen name, giving “bluwave” a reputation amongst
others who put her into their address book as a friend
or recognized her when she entered a room in
Whyville. In Whyville one’s username has much
more enduring power for recognition than how one
looks. Looks change but one’s username stays the
same2. In line with discovering how she acted and in
some way whom she was in Whyville, it seems
appropriate to talk about her as bluwave in relation to
that social space. Since this chapter is focused on
how she learned to participate in Whyville, especially
those aspects of her identity that were unknown to us
from prior studies, we predominantly refer to her as
bluwave except at the beginning of the next section
where we describe what we knew about her before

we delved into the logfiles qualitatively and
chronologically.
FINDINGS
A Brief Introduction to Zoe/bluwave
Zoe was a sixth grade (12 years old)
African-American girl at the time of the study. In
addition to being a regular club participant she
participated in one of the two sixth grade classes that
played on Whyville. In the club she was one of the
first members to learn inside gaming practices on
Whyville such as teleporting and throwing projectiles
(Fields & Kafai, 2009, Fields & Kafai, 2007), and she
often taught others how to do things on Whyville,
such as trading face parts. In fact what she said that
she most liked about Whyville in an interview three
months into her life on the site was the social
opportunity to hang out with friends and the financial
side of life: “almost like a real everyday life, because
you get a salary... and you can raise it by playing
games or selling parts.” In her interview she
described her choice of username as, “I first wanted
“angel,” they were all gone, even with all the
numbers” and then she chose something that shone
and sparkled “so I can shine” (we created the
pseudonym “bluwave” to mirror the shining of her
original username). The theme of angels and shining
came up again as she described her avatar sometimes
appearing as an angel with wings (halos and wings
are commonly available on Whyville) and wearing a
t-shirt with her sister’s name on it that she designed.
She often put on an “I’m so bored” arm when she had
nothing to do. We have made a re-creation3 of what
she may have looked like on Whyville with the halo,
wings, and “bored” arm (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: A Re-Creation of Bluwave’s Whyville
Look
Zoe/bluwave was not only one of the quicker learners
of the club, she was also one of the core 7% of
participants on Whyville. Across our 595 participants
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in the larger study, representative of the population of
Whyville as a whole, Zoe/bluwave was in the top set
of participants, the group that participated most
regularly and intensely on Whyville (Kafai, Giang &
Fields, 2008).
In constructing a case study it is difficult to
decide which parts of a person’s life, even a virtual
life, to describe. There is a strong temptation to be
sensational, but culture is “lived out in the mundane
and ordinary” (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 72). For this
reason we have tried to pay attention to patterns and
phases of participation, activities that took
precedence at different times. Of course we also have
particular questions about how bluwave established
one or more identities on Whyville, and how these
related (or not) to what we knew of her from the club
and her self-description. In other words, we have an
interest in seeing things that we did not know about
from her participation in the club. So in the following
sections we briefly describe daily patterns of activity
sustained over the course of her time in Whyville,
how she became an “insider” in a primary area of
activity (the Trading Post), a shift in her avatar
design relating to ethnicity, engaging in flirting, and a
period of scamming (frauding) other Whyvillians. As
we describe various aspects of her participation and
identities, we also attempt to illuminate aspects of
Whyville that are important to understanding her
avatar’s life.
The Daily Life of Bluwave as an Avatar
Early on bluwave took up what is probably a
very familiar pattern of Whyville participation:
logging on to Whyville, checking ymail messages,
checking her bank statement, adjusting her look
(using a feature called “Pick Your Nose”), and then
alternating between socializing and earning clams,
perhaps with a shopping break at Akbar’s Face Mall.
Earning clams is accomplished by playing science
games4, trading face parts (for a profit), or designing
and selling face parts, the latter of which is more
difficult than meets the eye and is usually taken up
after several weeks of participation (Kafai, Fields &
Cook, 2007). Bluwave gradually built up her salary
by finishing several levels of science games, going
through periods of heavier and lighter play of these
games – she played salary-raising games more
regularly during weeks 1-3 and 6-8, with a dip in
participation during weeks 4-5. In creating her avatar,
she began with donated parts from Grandma’s –
Whyville’s charity – supplemented with parts from
trading at the Trading Post or shopping at Akbar’s
Face Mall. After her first two weeks, she completely
left off going to Grandma’s and relied solely on
shopping and trading. This in itself was a move
toward higher competence in Whyville – what might

be considered an important move toward a socially
acceptable look since parts from Grandma’s are
generally ill-esteemed (ibid).
In building her social life, by the end of her
first week bluwave had already started a regular
practice of browsing social areas in Whyville,
jumping from space to space until she found a
suitable place to try to make friends. Once she made
a friend (usually at the Trading Post or in a highly
populated area of Whyville like the Beach – see
Figure 1), they would often go to a quieter location to
chat and follow up the acquaintance by ymailing each
other. It is intriguing that bluwave made friends by
hanging out at the Trading Post; though the entryway
to the Trading Post is crowded with people making
trades, based on our observations it is not common as
a place to search for friends. By the end of her first
week she had added flirting to her regular social
agenda of making friends (but more on this later).
Some of her most frequent comments to others were
compliments on looks, insults about looks, requests
for information, or answers to questions (“what is ur
shirt called”). If someone insulted her, she often
found creative ways to bypass the chat filter and
curse back at the offender, such as using asterisks
(s*x) or misspellings (“bioch”). Most of these
patterns are typical of participation in Whyville,
though bluwave was one of the more intense and
regular players on the site.
A Quick Adaptation to Whyville Trading
One of the places where bluwave spent
extensive amounts of time in Whyville was the
Trading Post. In the after school club, Zoe was one of
the first members to teach others how to trade on
Whyville, and she often solicited others to go to the
Trading Post and trade with her. In her final
interview, she said that one of her favorite parts about
Whyville was trading as it related to the financial
exploration she enjoyed on Whyville. But how did
she figure out how to trade well and what did her
time at the trading post consist of?
Bluwave first went to the Trading Post on
her second day in Whyville. In all during her first
seven days, bluwave spent over 20 hours on Whyville
and 38% of those (or almost 8 hours) were at the
Trading Post, where she quickly learned to trade
parts. There was a significant learning curve as
within that first week she dramatically changed the
way she negotiated trades. At first she spoke in long
phrases such as “does anyone want a head?” or
“okay, ill trade the pokadot hair pin for the clams.”
But by her the end of her first week she had adapted
to a shortened, more precise language that fit her
trading interests. Consider the differences between
the two different trading exchanges on Day 3 and
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Day 6 in Table 1. These two trade negotiations are
indicative of bluwave’s trading conversations in the
first three days and in the last two days of her first
week. In contrast to the early part of her first week,
by Day 6 she started with a shorter invitation to trade,
having put up a barrette for trade (probably the same
polka dot hair pin discussed on Day 3 as it is a
common newbie part): “u lik.” She had a sales pitch,
“a barrette for your hair.” Instead of saying that she
wanted clams, something she had realized was more
versatile than face parts, she simply listed a price
(“25??”) and followed quickly with a markdown,
“how about 20.” She also used shortened spellings
and language more commonly used in Whyville, “u”
for you, “lik” for like, “Kk” for okay.
Table 1: Bluwave’s Changed Discourse of Trading
Day 3
you have anything else?
let me see!!
some clams
okay, ill trade the pokadot hair pin for the
ill trade the clamz for the hair
do you hav any oter hair?
let me see!
yes..the first one looks cool!!!!
wanta trade
Day 6
u lik
a barrette for your hair
HI!
25??
Kk
how about 20

clams

The change in discourse shown in Table 1
demonstrates part of bluwave’s new ability to
negotiate trades. She also changed her pattern of
participating at the Trading Post from having longer
conversations with Whyvillians in a given room in
the Post to cycling quickly from room to room
saying, “u lik?” or “got any clamz?” and quickly
moving on to another room if she did not like the
answers. This probably made better use of her time,
allowing her to see more people in a shorter amount
of time and quickly gather whether they had clams or
they were interested in anything she had. All of these
changes of participation exhibit her learning the “bigD” Discourse of Whyville, “ways of thinking, acting,
interacting, valuing, feeling, believing, and using
symbols, tools, and objects in the right places and at
the right times” (Gee, 1999, p. 13) as well as the
appropriate language terms or little-d discourse,
demonstrating that she has learned something about
being
a
Whyvillian
(Steinkuehler,
2006).

Interestingly, bluwave did not simply use the Trading
Post for accumulating wealth and getting good face
parts. She made her first friends there, experienced
rejections of friendship based on her looks, and
apparently learned what was considered ugly and
“hot” on Whyville. Related to looks and friendship,
the Trading Post was also one of the places where she
most defined herself in relation to ethnicity.

documented inequities in the percentage of face parts
that have non-peach skin, whether dark brown,
lighter brown, olive, or yellow – in fact, there are
even fewer non-peach bodies than there are nonpeach heads (Kafai, Cook & Fields, 2007). Bluwave
seems to have struggled with these imbalances in her
efforts to obtain dark-skinned bodies to match her
head.

The Challenge of Representing Race
Creating a good (or acceptable) look on
Whyville is more challenging than one might think.
There are many different reasons for choosing a
particular look: being like one’s “real” self, having
something that one cannot have in real life (thick lips
or a haircut parents would not allow), displaying an
affinity for something, wearing something popular, or
just creating an aesthetic piece (Kafai, Fields, &
Cook, 2007). One thing is for sure; without a good
look, some people will probably make fun of you.
Zoe described some of her changes in looks on
Whyville as a response to social critique of her look:
Figure 3: An Example of a Mismatched Head and
Body

The first time [I changed my look]
I was a newbie and I had like a
complete
face
and
[other
Whyvillians were] making fun of
me, like, ‘Oh you newbie face, you
need to buy clothes that the girls
wear on.’ And then I changed my
look to another complete face that
looks like me and then after that I
didn’t look a lot like me.
Based on her interview, we can tell that the first look
Zoe created for bluwave was a face that was already
completely drawn, often sold as a “newbie face” for
those who could not afford separate eyes, eyebrows,
nose, and mouth. Apparently her first face did not
have a body, though her other later faces did.
Interestingly, Zoe described each face in relation to
whether it looked like her or not. But in what ways in
particular did her avatar resemble her own physical
appearance? Bluwave’s online activities give us a
perspective on what she meant by that.
Even in her first week bluwave began to
pursue an African-American look on Whyville. We
see this in her requests for shirts that matched her
dark skinned head beginning on Day 4 (January 14):
“does anyone hav any african-american t-shirts???”
What are African-American t-shirts? In Whyville, all
clothing comes with necks. So an African-American
t-shirt is a shirt that has a dark brown neck and arms.
One fashion faux pas is to have a neck that does not
match one’s head – it is something of a jarring
look(see Figure 2). Our previous research
8

Bluwave’s efforts to be black on Whyville
came to the fore at the Trading Post. Often she would
respond to someone’s offer of a trade by saying “no
i’m not white” (January 16) as an explanation for
why she was not interested in certain proffered parts
presumably with peach skin colors, or ask “do u have
any black ones?... no! not that kind of black! africanamerican” (January 18). Although she solicited
“black” face parts, apparently many Whyvillians did
not interpret her request in terms of ethnicity and skin
color but in terms of clothing colors. By her 22nd day
in Whyville, bluwave shifted from eagerly soliciting
dark-skinned face part to apologizing for only having
African-American parts when she began a trade. For
instance, she responded to a trading request by
apologetically framing her selection of available parts
as limited to African-American parts: “2 tell u the
truth...i don’t hav the type of stuff... do u mind if it’s
african-american?” (February 1). The following day
(February 2) she suddenly shifted from trading
African-American parts to only dealing in Latino
parts, probably meaning a lighter shade of brown –
something more easily obtained than the darker
brown more commonly interpreted as AfricanAmerican on Whyville. This change in skin color is
likely what she meant in her interview when she
described her third look as not “a lot like me” as this
coincided with the second time she changed her look.
There are other ways of being or associating with
African-Americans on Whyville besides having a

dark brown color of skin. The location SpinGeek (see
Figure 4) is known as the “black place” in Whyville,.
Bluwave began hanging out in SpinGeek at the end
of her first week on Whyville, January 18 (or Day 8)
and went there quite frequently from February 13 to
the end of our data collection. Bluwave’s interactions
at SpinGeek commonly included asking for names of
specific face parts, soliciting friendships, flirting, and
bantering compliments and insults back and forth. It
seems to be the place she most frequented for getting
names of face parts, particularly Latino ones – not
surprising since it probably was (and still is) the most
likely place for her to find other darker skinned
avatars like herself. Both of these developments –
bluwave’s changing her avatar from AfricanAmerican to Latina and coming to frequent a
particular social space in Whyville – represent shifts
in her development as a Whyvillian. She adapted (for
better or worse) to the availability and socially
constrained acceptability of looks and found a local
hang-out.

Figure 4: SpinGeek or the “Black Place” on
Whyville
Though in our prior research we identified
inequities in face part availability in Whyville, we did
not have any hints from club members or from The
Whyville Times articles that the tweens were
frustrated by the difficulties of obtaining non-peach
skin parts. Nowhere in any of our interviews did Zoe
or other African-American, Asian-American, or
Latina/o tweens reference ethnicity in describing
their looks. Similarly in our analysis of Times articles
tweens never expressed personal frustrations at
unavailability of darker skinned face parts – they
only spoke out in general about the inequities and
called for designers to take up the call to design more
face parts for African-Americans and Latinos (see
Kafai, Cook & Fields, 2007 for descriptions of these
9

articles). Zoe/bluwave provides one clear case of a
tween who was frustrated in her enduring attempts to
express her ethnicity in her avatar’s looks through
darker skin tones. Certainly not all of her avatar’s
looks were related to a virtual representation of
physical looks; haloes and angel’s wings were hardly
part of her “real life” look though they were certainly
part of her narrative about herself as angelic and
shining. But her effort to find darker skin toned face
parts is an example of a concerted effort to connect
an ethnic identity across spaces. It also demonstrates
one way that she moved to more central participation
in Whyville, adapting to a skin color that was higher
in demand so she could continue her trading and
adapt her look to one interpreted as more acceptable.
Contradictions in Flirting
Flirting is a common practice on Whyville
but in the case of bluwave we were surprised by her
flirting activities because of the discrepancy between
data collected in the club and her chat logs. The age
group that participates on Whyville (8-16 years old)
may have something to do with the frequency of
practice of flirting as youth this age tend to engage in
“anticipatory socialization” (Kafai, Fields & Searle,
under review), imitating the flirting practices that
they observe in older youth and on popular media.
The general pattern of Whyvillian flirting consists of
soliciting members of the opposite sex in a crowded,
populous area and following-up with individuals who
respond positively in a quieter, less populous area5.
Most “relationships” do not appear to last beyond a
short conversation or occasional ymails. Yet though
flirting is common in Whyville, in our after school
club none of the girls publicly flirted. While we had
over a hundred accounts of male club members
discussing girlfriends, coming up with pick up lines
(usually something like “u r hot”), or shopping for
things to give their girlfriends, only the boys engaged
in these activities. In fact, though the girls teased the
boys about their invented pick up lines and even gave
them advice about flirting, they generally showed
disdain for flirting activites. One club participant,
Briana, summed her opinions up this way:
“Whydating is whack!” Some of the girls’ disdain for
flirting might be attributed to the mild reprimand one
of the leaders gave to club members mid-way
through the club regarding flirting on Whyville. Yet
much to our surprise, when we started going through
the logs minute-by-minute, we discovered that
bluwave and other girls flirted on a regular basis in
Whyville. This was startling to us because girls’
flirting was never captured in our field notes or
videos.
Bluwave’s flirting began on her fifth day in
Whyville (January 15) when she started asking, “r u

single” and “wanna hook up?” Later on other
common lines were “a/s/l” (age, sex, location – a
common form of communication in dating adds) or
“u r hot.” Her efforts became a bit more sophisticated
over the next few days, and on her eighth day
(January 18) she described to some school friends on
Whyville that “i almost hav a boyfriend... because he
told me to y-mail him... all he has to do.” In other
words, a flirtation resulted in a boy asking her to
ymail him, and all he had to do was reply back to seal
the deal. All of these interactions are typical of the
casual flirtation that is frequent on Whyville (Kafai,
Fields, & Searle, under review) and bluwave’s
adoption of these practices could be considered a sign
that she was trying out some of the ways that
Whyvillians socially interact.
Bluwave’s flirting changed over the months
she inhabited Whyville. Several weeks into her
participation, she demonstrated agency in her flirting
by using her age to encourage or discourage potential
suitors. If she wanted to turn away someone who was
flirting with her she said, “im way too young 4 u...
i’m just 12,” (February 1) and if she wanted to
encourage a flirtation, she would lie about her age,
claiming she was 13 years old living in Los Angeles.
One of these encounters is quoted below (February
13):
do u think i’m hot???
13/f/la
...
r we bf and gf?
kk
whymail me
In this incident bluwave asked for feedback on her
looks (“do u think i’m hot???”) and gave her
age/sex/location where she lied about her age by
saying she was 13 as well as saying that she was from
Los Angeles6. Then she confirmed that they were
boyfriend and girlfriend (“bf and gf”) and asked her
new boyfriend to ymail her, the main way to make a
relationship more long lasting in Whyville. These
sorts of conversations happened regularly through the
course of her second and thirds months on Whyville.
However during her fourth and fifth months
bluwave’s flirting became less frequent. Other
practices also changed. For instance she went to the
Trading Post less often and instead took up playing
checkers. She seemed to invest in friendships that
lasted longer, and her occasional flirtations changed
from the simple solicitation-confirmation-ymail
pattern (described above) to more enduring
relationships with longer conversations.
Considering how much flirting takes place
in Whyville, it should not be surprising that one of
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the core players participated in that practice. If she
was figuring out how to participate in the Whyville
culture, to become an insider, then it was almost
inevitable that she would at least experiment with
flirting. Indeed, as she became a more established
member of Whyville bluwave’s flirtations changed
from shallow pick-up lines to more extended
conversational friendships. Yet we would not have
been aware of either her flirting or the shift in her
flirting practices without the minute-by-minute case
study analysis of the first six months of her Whyville
life. The detailed qualitative analysis revealed the
incongruity between her practices in the club versus
in Whyville, and the longitudinal aspect of the
analysis uncovered the change from less to more
enduring relationships in her socializing on Whyville.
These methods revealed another aspect bluwave’s
shifting identities-in-practice as well.
Scammer!
On February 21, six weeks into her life in
Whyville, bluwave began using the Trading Post in a
new way – to scam or fraud other Whyvillians out of
their clams. It began when she herself was scammed.
In the main lobby of the Trading Post, where
Whyvillians mill around trying to identify people to
trade with before moving on to a specific Trade
Room, some Whyvillians broadly solicited people
who wanted their “clams doubled.” Bluwave
expressed interest in this and followed them to the
designated Trade Room (#48), but on finding out the
details she at first expressed skepticism (see the
conversation quoted below). After pressing the
soliciting Whyvillians, “r u a scammer?? TELL THE
TRUTH,” she agreed to their methods, which
consisted of one person (bluwave, the victim) putting
all her clams up in a one-sided trade while the others
put nothing up for trade. After the other party left
their seat (giving the illusion of the trade ending),
bluwave was told to press “agree” to complete the
trade, thus giving all of her money to the scammers.
Bluwave’s side of the conversation appears below:
2:53 p.m.
2:54 p.m.
2:55 p.m.
2:56 p.m.

Trade Room 48
O SRRY
i don't beleive u!!!!
WAIT
r u just gonnin on his side>>>>>
fine
r u a scammer?? TELL THE
TRUTH
fine ill do it
get back in the chair ill do it
soo what am i supposed 2 do?

After following the instructions, bluwave checked her
bank statement and realized that all of her money was
gone. Then she went immediately back to the Trading
Post where she begged time and again for people to
donate 5 clams to her (the amount charged for each
trade) – she was so bereft that she could not even
trade face parts! She actually found the culprits who
tricked her, confronted them with their actions, and
briefly followed them to their Trade Room to try to
stop the next victim from falling prey to their scam.
The “<<<<” in the conversation below were used to
point directly at the culprit (bluwave probably went
to the right of the culprit and used the arrows to point
left at the culprit, then moved to the other side and
pointed again at the culprit).
3:13 p.m.
3:14 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:16 p.m.

Trading Post Lobby
U GUYS SCAMMED ME!!!!!!!!!
Trade Room 1
y did u scam me??
Trade Room 48
<<<<don't do it shes a scammer
i did it and i got my clamz
scammed>>>>

Shortly after this she gave up on trying to disrupt
their scam and after finally succeeding in getting
someone to give her 5 clams unconditionally, she
began to try the same scam on others.
Over the next two weeks, bluwave
consistently tried to get unsuspecting Whyvillians to
fall for the “clam doubling” scam as it is known
among the Whyville designers. This involved going
to densely populated areas on Whyville like the
Beach and the Trading Post Lobby and asking people
“do u want ur clamz doubled?” If someone expressed
interest, she directed them to a specific trading room
and told them, “put up all of ur clamz plz,” then
instructed them, “ok when i get out of the chair press
the agree.” From a chat frequency count, we know
that she used the word “doubled” over 200 times,
demonstrating persistency in her scamming activity,
though it did not continue past two weeks. In a single
day (February 25), she actually recruited for her scam
30 times in 90 minutes and got six people to go to a
trading room. We know that she completed her scam
at least once and probably enough times to keep her
continuing at it for a time. Below is the account of
when she successfully completed her scam:
11:44am
11:45am

The Moon
do u want ur clamz doubled?
rm 49 at the trading post kk
Foyer, TradeRoom 49
...
put up ur clamz plz
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11:48am
11:49am
11:50am

ok when i get out of the chair
press agree the typ all clear?
leave
Index, tradeResult, oneMail, delete,
records, userDetails
records, userDetails, index
2x, bankStatement

In this conversation, bluwave began by recruiting a
victim for her scam on the Moon with her typical
solicitation, “do u want ur clamz doubled?” When the
person responded positively, bluwave directly the
person to Trade Room 49, then went there herself. A
couple minutes later the person arrived and bluwave
directed the Whyvillian to put all of his/her clams up
for trade “put up ur clamz plz” then said to press
“agree” when she left her chair. Bluwave then left her
chair (“leave”) and immediately went to check the
result of the trade (“tradeResult”), checked her ymail
and looked at someone’s profile on City Records
(perhaps her victim’s?), then checked her
bankstatement. Because there was a trade result, we
know the trade went through. That bluwave checked
her bank statement afterward is another confirmation
that she successfully obtained the Whyvillian’s
clams.
Scams are not infrequent on Whyville, though
they are strongly discouraged and warned against by
both the designers and local citizens7. Along the
range of cheating practices in Whyville, from making
guides for science games to identity theft (stealing
people’s passwords and accounts), scams are on the
unethical and fraudulent side and certainly not
publicly condoned (Fields & Kafai, 2007). There are
regular ymail warnings against giving out one’s
password and newspaper articles alerting citizens to
the latest clever innovations in scamming. In some
ways, Zoe’s scamming could be seen as part of her
efforts to be an insider on Whyville and in one sense
it demonstrates her growing expertise in Whyville.
She was a victim and then became a perpetrator; she
imitated the practices of others in an effort to become
rich (a common value in Whyville). It is also one
other way that her Whyville life was tied to her
frequenting of the Trading Post and her interests in
the financial opportunities in Whyville. Not
surprisingly, it is not something she discussed in her
interview at the end of the after school club. She did
acknowledge in the interview that she had a few other
Whyville accounts – a common way to earn more
money on Whyville (the first author even did this to
earn enough for her first Whyville car), though she
did not describe the way that she persistently begged
people to give her accounts that already had high
salaries – an activity she carried out about the same
time that she began scamming people. Both of these

activities, seeking multiple Whyville accounts and
scamming others, are indications of bluwave’s move
toward being a Whyville insider, building up
experiences with practices that were common on the
site, including scamming. But her adoption of the
questionable practice of scamming was also
temporary, lasting only two weeks. Bluwave’s
identity-in-practice as a scammer was temporary,
lasting only two weeks of the six-month duration of
our study.
FUTURE TRENDS
Our case study of Zoe/bluwave’s shifting
identities-in-practice during her first six months of
life in Whyville makes several contributions to the
research of identities in virtual worlds. It is clear that
no activity alone provides a comprehensive account
of her time on Whyville, and many of her activities
should be seen in the context of the larger
Discourse(s) (Gee, 1999) functioning in Whyville.
She adapted very quickly in learning the language
and practices of trading as well as the values of
earning money, creating a good “look,” and making
friends and boyfriends. She also changed over the
course of her first six months of Whyville life. We
cannot say “who” bluwave was except in the context
of her practices at a given time, thus we talk about
her identities-in-practice as shifting. Another
important contribution our study makes is in the area
of methods. By systematically and qualitatively
delving through her logfiles and chat over six
months, we were able to demonstrate how
Zoe/bluwave’s participation changed rather than
categorizing her into a number of stereotypical bins
such as “core” player, girl, tween, or AfricanAmerican. Our data and analyses also enabled us to
go beyond self-report in understanding her identities,
a traditional limitation of many studies that depend
on surveys or interviews. In fact we were able to
identify surprises if not contradictions between her
activities and interview from the club and her
participation in Whyville that would have been
missing had we only studied one data source or site.
There are limitations to our study. It is only
one tween girl that we studied and we know that she
was exceptional in that she was one of the top seven
percent of Whyvillians in terms of her relatively
heavy participation in the site (Fields, Giang & Kafai,
2008). Currently we are conducting similar case
studies of five other tweens from the after school club
to expand our understanding of the range of
participation of different tweens in Whyville. Yet
while these are illuminating in regard to identities-inpractice they do not offer much help in understanding
practices in Whyville as a whole (we depended on
other studies to explicate those). We also were not
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able to ask Zoe for her reflection on her activities in
Whyville because of the length of time between the
data collection and this particular analysis.
Earlier we mentioned the potential of virtual
worlds for exploring one’s identities in the vastly
populated spaces of online spaces. As the case of
Zoe/bluwave demonstrates, there is the potential for
changing “who one is,” yet there are also limitations.
On the one hand she was not able to take on whatever
identity she wanted in Whyville, as the case of her
efforts to appear African-American through a dark
brown skin tone demonstrate. On the other hand, she
appeared to be able to change how others interpreted
her rather quickly. For instance, she shifted from
regularly scamming Whyvillians to not scamming at
all and there appears to be no trace of stigmatized
behavior toward her regarding this. Yet in sites where
an established group of people interacts with a person
regularly, such as a classroom, people cannot easily
shift the identities others bestow on them (see
Wortham, 2006 for an excellent example of this). If
Zoe had tried out cheating or scamming behaviors at
her school, she likely would not have been able to
drop this identity as quickly as she did on Whyville.
Related, this case study also revealed some
of the ways that identities from different social
worlds could connect or be separate. Zoe/bluwave
faced conflicts in the discourses and cultural models
operating in the club and in Whyville. Some of her
“real life” identities-in-practice seeped across those
two social spaces and others did not. Zoe’s interests
in finance, her strong ethnic identity as an AfricanAmerican, and her idea of herself as sparkling and
angelic did seep into Whyville through her
participation in the Trading Post, the visual
representation of her avatar, and her adoption of
GeekSpeak (the “black place”) as a regular hang-out.
But she faced large discrepancies of values regarding
common (if sometimes discouraged) practices on
Whyville such as flirting and scamming in contrast to
social norms in the club and school. Beach, Thein
and Parks (2008) argue that we need to study “how
adolescents’ allegiances to social worlds shift in
terms of adopting or rejecting the discourses and
cultural models operating in these worlds” (p. 282).
Our study has begun to explore this in noting
Zoe/bluwave’s changing practices in flirting and
scamming, ones that suggest she eventually rejected
some of the cultural models operating on Whyville
and embracing others. As part of her becoming a
more central participant in Whyville, we might
interpret her activities as trying on different practices
and keeping some while discarding others. This is not
meant to say that social practices in the club and
Whyville were dichotomous. Rather Whyville should
be seen as a world with many social groups

embracing different practices. Figuring out who she
wanted to be and how she wanted to participate was
part of Zoe/bluwave’s developmental task as a
player.
CONCLUSIONS
In this case study we begun to look at the
multiple and changing “identities” of a girl player
called Zoe/bluwave in one virtual space and some of
the interactions (or lack thereof) between her
“identity” in Whyville and her “identities” in the
club. More than a decade ago Sherry Turkle (1995)
challenged researchers to look at experiences in
cyberspace (or in our case, virtual worlds) as “serious
play” and to reflect on the multiple identities we take
on in those spaces:
“Without a deep understanding of
the many selves that we express in
the virtual we cannot use our
experiences there to enrich the real.
If we cultivate our awareness of
what stands behind our screen
personae, we are more likely to
succeed in using virtual experience
for personal transformation.” (p.
269)
Our study does not fully meet the challenge Turkle
posed because it did not facilitate Zoe’s reflection of
her selves or identities in the virtual world. But we
hope it illuminates potential areas where such
reflection and critical discussion about perception
based on appearance or language, conflicts between
social worlds could be encouraged, especially with
the understudied and growing population of younger
participants in virtual worlds.
NOTES
Pseudonyms are used for both names and usernames
to protect confidentiality.
2
Unless you open up a new account, in which case
you must reintroduce yourself to friends so that they
know who you are.
3
While we have a verbal description of her avatar,
we do not have an original screenshot. Since this was
pilot research into participation in virtual worlds, we
simply did not collect everything that in retrospect
would have been helpful.
4
For a detailed analysis of most science games
present when bluwave played them in 2005, see
Aschbacher (2003).
5
We are currently pursuing in depth systematic
analyses of flirting in Whyville. See Kafai, Fields, &
Searle (in preparation).
1
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In saying “13/f/la,” bluwave was saying that she
was 13 years old, female, and from Los Angeles. In
Whyville, saying the city or state that you are from is
acceptable in chat standards. Giving out more
specific information such as the name of your school,
addresses, or phone numbers are not allowed. Before
they can chat, all users must pass a chat test
confirming that they understand these privacy rules,
and Whyville both blocks more specific information
in chat, searches for violations, and reprimands users
who violate these rules by taking away chat
privileges for a period of time.
7
If discovered, Whyville will punish or even erase
the account of the perpetrators. Yet it does not appear
as though bluwave ever reported the individuals who
scammed her, nor did the individuals she tried to
scam seem to report her.
6
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